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For beginners and endgames. Black Desert Internet BDO Musa build. January 20, 2020. alext96. For more information on the best alignment locations, fight EXP lovers, and more, please visit our BDO Level Guide. THANKS to one of the richest character creation systems, a huge seamless world, and epic siege wars.
Guardian class guide on 20 June 2020; Kunoichi Class Guide June 17, 2020; Ninja Class Guide June 17, 2020; Level 1 - 62 Guide June 17, 2020; Tamer Class Guide June 16, 2020; Berserker Class Guide June 16, 2020; Maehwa Class Guide June 15, 2020 This site uses cookies to make sure you get the best
experience. Guide. Today I'm going to bring you a guide on how to simplify the user interface at BDO. BDO Skills Calculator. Table Content1 General Settings1.1 Simplify1.2 Simplify1.2 Alerts and Show/Hide1.3 Edit the user interface General Settings Simplification But I'm going to edit the user interface here and we're
going to simplify down and hopefully they'll help you guys to understand what I'm... Update: June 13, 2020 (Some parts of this guide, such as continuity skills describing skills in the pipeline and will ... The release date for Musa and Maehwa is officially announced on April 20, 2016. Black Desert Internet makes Renown
(aka Gear Score) very important. This reduces the damage Muska in attacking the target. Very good guide, my only problem would be why three tungrad up to three ogres. For accessories I'd get a DUO/TRI (depending if you can make or snipe tri) bares necklace, blue coral earrings (try to get/do atleast PRI), Mark
shadow rings (again, atleast PRI) and PRI Schultz belt or tree spirit belt (cheap right now). Then they can use their solar Flair... Valkyrie - Valkyrie can also use the block and then go to you and try to capture you. 1 Musa Combo, Supplement Skills, Assembly and Crystals; 2 Musa PvP Combat Guide; 3 Optimal Musa
Combo; 4 Pre-awakening; 5 Awakening; 6 Strongest possible Musa Combo; 7 CC Musa Crowd Control Mechanics; In this BDO Gear Progression guide, you'll learn about the best progression of weapons, armor and accessories. If Black Spirit no longer gives you quests, you don't know what to do next, or where to go,
you can check out the main box quest tab (Short Way O) to see what step you're in and what's next available. Musa realizes the energy of the Crescent Blade and projectes it forward, pushing the target. Musa / Blader / Maehwa MUSA: Musa a swordsman, armed with an arsenal of powerful area effect skills and blazing
speed to devastate his enemies in the blink of an eye, at the same time the dangers. Activate by clicking Shift and RMB. Some are mandatory, others are not. BDO alignment guide. Gear is not a cookie cutter as most people think it is. Activate by clicking on S and F. Musa instantly exudes powerful energy to stun the
targets around it. Musa / Blover / Maehwa. Full Musa Musa – BDO 2020. Some people claim that you should go for three ogres even before Basi (but given that you miss the duo bassi and goes from 9ap to 14 belts, that would make it def the best option). It's not designed to share site templates, but people can choose
to include one if they want to. Lv56 Musa / Mahva Basic guide to Alekos. Musa skills on lvl 50, 56 and level 60! We'll start with entry-level gear and go all the way to the end of the Boss gear game. As an outfit you should opt for pvp and pve. As a fresh player I would aim for 4/4 Grunil (Hp and 7AP will help with grinding),
Liverto Blade and White Horn Bow. Acquaintance. This is the most basic information for Lv56, compact, clean and with links and videos. However, there is what people call a soft cap where it gets to be almost impossible to get a certain level. Black Desert Internet BDO Musa gear. Musa uses Stamina and WP. Mana
pots won't regenerate WP, but herbal juice will. WEAPONS/ARMOR The best weapon in the game is being removed from World Bosses. For your main weapon, Liverto is without a doubt the best weapon you can get (except Kzarka). You'll want to upgrade it to 15 pounds or higher as soon as possible. If you don't have
a budget for this weapon, then The Yuria Weapon is something you should use at the same time as long as you save enough silver for Liverto. For your out-of-hand, Black Horn Bow is better for PvP because it gives you precision. I strongly recommend using Black Horn Bow. If you want to go for a clean AP, then White
Horn Onion is another alternative. The best armor in the game is being removed from the bosses. Jata's helmet (helmet) fell off Jata. The armour of the Spirit of the tree hebetata (chest) - fell from the Spirit of Dim-Tree. Bhega's gloves fell off Bhega. Muskan shoes (shoes) - fell out of the monastery of the Leader. The full
kit will give you the HP Recovery 100, Maximum MP/WP/SP 100, Maximum HP 100, Precision No. 1, Dodging No. 1, Attack Speed No. 1, Casting Speed No. 1 At the same time you have to use one of the following two sets of armor: (Some parts of this guide, such as the description of the skills of continuity skill in the
development stage and will come at a later date, you can easily find this information in the game) Introduction Remember that the class guide is a rough explanation class designed to give you an idea of the class. You have to really adapt the guide and follow your instincts to match your style of play! I also highly
recommend looking at as many different sources as possible and gathering as much information as you can about your class before deciding what is best for you and how you play. Class discord is a great place to start, most of them have their own guides and resources as well a lot of qualified players ready to help with
the issues. The Musa class uses the Blade as a arms and Horn Bow as his secondary weapon. At level 56, Musa opens his weapon of awakening, which is the Blade of the Crescent. The class is a male analogue of the Maehwa class, which almost has the same set of pre-awakening skills and has another awakening.
The class is fast paced, with a high bang and one combo potential, but it's a tough class to master. They are more gear-dependent than other classes for PVP, and you need to get to higher AP brackets to really shine as well as be a very soft class. They also have some endurance/management problems in the PVP and
you have to make sure you don't spam the dash too much. You can use your q block in pre-awakening to allow it to safely regen. At the low end of PVE, they are considered one of the fastest cleaning classes due to their high mobility and explosion. They are also good at most end game points such as Mirumok,
Aakman and Hystria, but will pass through potions very quickly and may need a high weight limit and maids grind in certain places for a long time. In 1v1 situations, Musa is considered to be in normal condition and can also be good on a large scale due to the fact that there is a lot of protected damage and explosion.
Musa is best played as part of a flank/flexible team in knot wars because they have to be careful in their positioning and wait for the right moments to make the greatest impact in the fight. They are also good as scouts in knot wars because of their high mobility and can easily clear stun traps or interrupt enemies who
repair the fort. Check out the video below to see some examples of character creation and struggle. Source: PROS Fast-Paced Fight Strong is a small scale PvP High Mobility Big AoE Skills Flexible Class on a large scale PVP with mulitiple possible roles CONS Low Defense No grab is more dependent on gearscore
than other classes Uses a lot of potions Some endurance issues/management PvP class Matchups Musa is a dash class that can choose their fights and when to engage. More highly skilled players will learn when enemies have holes in their skills and learn to respond to their opponents to use this in the fight. That
being said, Musa fights against capture classes as they rely on their super armor to dash a lot into the PVP and the grab will go through this and usually lead to their death. The speed and speed of the debuffs attack are also very effective against Musas because their mobility is a very important part of the class. Below
are some classes that Musa is particularly struggling with: Warrior - Warriors tend to stay in their unit and can be hard to deal with. They can then use Solar Flair and grab when they notice a good opportunity to disperse. Valkyrie - Valkyrie can also use the block and then go to you and try to capture you. Also, their
suck/vacuum skill (Wave of Light) that they will try to catch you in. You have to try to go in and out of the fight rather than trade the damage, just chip away in their block. Look at CC them at the end of their skills because they have no lingering protection and can be easily caught if you know when to attack. You can also
use your block and then the retribution/counter-counter, which will knock down your target if successful. If Valkyrie uses its sucking skills, you can try spam dash to avoid getting CC'd. Lan -Lan has a lot of protected mobility as well as long-range grip, making class difficult to deal with. Musa's succession can be unlocked
after level 56 after talking to the Black Spirit and completing the Succession quest under the suggestions tab. This will give you a completely separate tree of skills that enhances your basic hand skills and has only a few waking skills. Your weapon awakening still affects your succession damage, but not many priorities.
You can get away with using green/blue class TRI Ultimate weapons without losing too much damage. This is because only 30% of your AP Awakening applies to damage-damaging inheritance skills, as well as additional item statistics such as human/injury types and accuracy.Succession is considered better in 1v1
scenarios against multiple matchups, especially players with heavy DP builds. Skills are lacking in some CC, but the case is more of a harm in general. On a large scale PVP, Musa Succession offers better damage and greater protection from their skills, but may have problems with endurance management. Like most
other classes, the low end PVE awakening will work better, but succession takes the lead at the end of the game spots. In each section of the guide you can find more information about succession skills. Pre-awakening skills build - Level 55 (549 skill points): you've just reached level 50 or you're still level, use that build
to put you in the right direction what skills you should use. Make sure you reset your skills at level 56 though, because you will need skill points to wake up your skills and will only really need support skills from pre-waking. Post-Awakening skill build - Level 56 (556 points qualification): skill build - Level 60 (1138 skill
points): skill build - Level 60 (1328 skill points): skill build - Level 60 (1621 skill points): skills build - Level 60 (2021 skills points): skills awakenings: Https://bdocodex.com/us/skillcalc/81013/Always up to the level of your Absolute Skills.Succession Skill Build - Level 56 (721 Skill Points): High Level Skill Build - Level 60
(1186 Skills Points): Skills: Skills: End of the skills build game - Level 60 (1580 skill points): Keys in brackets means you click on the key. For example, this means that you will hit once. The keys in the circular brackets mean that you hold the key. For example, (HOLD) means that you hold on until the next step.
(PERMAHOLD) means you keep throughout the combo. Keys separated by the I symbol should be used at the same time. For example, LMB means that you click on LMB and LMB at the same time. The keys, separated by the symbol, show the order by which you have to follow the steps. For example, LMB means that
you click on the and LMB button at the same time, and then press F (LMB) on the left tap with your mouse, RMB means right click with your mouse. Blue skill names are awakening skills (level 56). GENERAL Slice (LMB) Is your automatic attack and is automatically accepted when aligned. It will regenerate energy with
each stroke, but does not cause much damage. There is also an extension of this skill called Deep Fragment, which will add a bleeding effect to the hit, but is not worth taking. Retribution Rack - This skill will block incoming attacks when you click on with a forward guard. You can also counterattack if you successfully
block the attack and it has a knockdown chance. Mousa Spirit SHIFT This skill will restore WP. It is great for maintaining and absolute cooling down and recovering 200 WP. Backstep Slash (optional) (S) SPACE Backstep Slash will apply stiffness to 5 targets if successful and slow their speed by -30% within 10 seconds.
It is important to note that this skill can be used while on cooling, but will not apply CC. Rookie Musa players will want to block this skill and not bother maxing it or use it until they already have their basic build. The Power of Sword's Passive Sword Power is passive, which is automatically taken at level 1, giving you a
constant 5% critical speed kick positive effect. Sword Training Passive Is Your Passive. This will increase your melee attack by 1 euro for each rank and costs just 3 skill points, so I would recommend putting points in this when you can. Maneuver Training Passive It's your passive. This will increase your level of melee
evasion by 1% and only worth 3 skill points, so I would recommend putting points in this when you can. Accurate Martial Arts Passive It's also a passive/buff that will give you a constant rollback/stiffness of 15% ignore: Haeam Crescent Blade 'C' This skill allows you to swap between your main hand and awakening arms.
Mastery gives you a forward guard during animation. Musa Soul E This skill gives you anl awakening positive effect when and known as your E positive effect. You get all the resistance 50% and all AP 20 within 30 seconds. It also allows you to use Crosscut without consuming WP. Skill has 3 minutes and has super
armor when using the skill. Crescent Blade Training LMB This skill is your wake-up call of automatic attack. This skill is automatically aligned and gives you WP back for kick, as well as a rollback when used with W and LMB. KICKS/MOBILITY Upper Kick (F) This kick will knock enemies into the air with a floating one and
also regenerate some WP. Skills are taken automatically at level 1, but are usually useless and I recommend just locking it up. Blunt Kick SHIFT F This punch is hard and also regenerates some WP, but the skill has minimal damage and is not useful for PVP or PVE. I wouldn't recommend taking this skill. Sweep Kick (S)
- F This punch is tied and also regenerates some WP, but the skill has minimal damage and is not useful for PVP or PVE. I wouldn't recommend taking this skill. Roundhouse Kick F This kick will knockback enemies as well as regenerate some WP. The skill may be OK for the extra CC, but I only recommend taking it if
you already have basic build skills and spare points. Tax evasion (SHIFT) OR (S) OR (D) This is one of your evasion skills. It will consume stamina and roll you in your chosen direction. The skill is not protected and often conflicts with other skills, so it is highly recommended to simply block it. Chase (RMB) - (W) OR (S)
This is your mobility skill and a very important skill in the Musa skill kit. You have to max it out as early as possible. The skill has an iframe from cooling and will give super armor if you use it on cooling. This will deplete wp and stamina if you use it too much and leave you vulnerable. The skill has a collision when moving
forward, but does not collide when using it backwards. DAMAGEStub Arrow SHIFT is your main attack for your bow horns and all the other skills bow horns extend from that. It has cooling once used, but can be ignored to cause less damage. He will restore the WP for each hit and at a higher rank he will shoot a few
arrows. This skill is great for pulling mobs when you align your character for the first time and then used to roll back the CC in the PVP using a charged Arrow Stub degree. Grapple Arrow SPACE after firing Stub Arrow After successfully hitting an arrow at the enemy, click SPACE to pull yourself to the target. If you have
Arrow Grapple III you can click SPACE again, while traveling to the enemy to cancel the fight. You can also hold LMB to perform a hit after skill. The skill has no protection, so you have to be careful when using it. If you already have a basic build, you can put extra points into this skill to increase its damage. Charged Stub
Arrow SHIFT) ( HOLD RMB) You can hold your horn bow automatic attack (Shift - Right-Click) to shoot a loaded arrow. If you're charged Stub Arrow: Dodging, you can also dash to the side when charging arrows by clicking A or D, and this is it The charged arrow will knock down enemies and is great for PvP. If you
already have a basic build, you can put extra points into this skill to increase its damage. Stub Arrow: The Evasive Shot Fast Slot Only this skill allows you to dash/dodge (Right-click on W/A/S/D) when shooting an arrow. The skill should not be leveled. Tiger Blade Fast Slot This skill should be added to your fast
slot/hotbar. The skill has 2 minutes 30 seconds of cooling, but will trigger an extra sword and give you extra attack speed, speed and defense for 30 seconds, as well as increased CC resistance. An additional sword can only be used with certain skills. These are: Fragment, Dragon Bite, Dragon Claw, Ultimate: Dragon
Claw, Carver, Whirlwind Cut, Divider. All the skills will give lifesteal and Tiger Blade dash will make you invincible. Divider E This skill will swing at the enemy giving you 2% HP Recovery, based on your maximum WP, for every target you hit. The skill may be useful at the low end of the PVE to quickly regen some HP, but
I wouldn't recommend maxing it out. Whirlwind Cut LMB OR D This skill will swing three times on the enemy, applying the Debuff Melee DP if you have a Whirlwind Cut: Grinder. The skill is not worth taking if you already have basic build skills and spare points. Blooming's SHIFT bloom can be charged by SHIFT, LMB
and RMB at the same time. You are invincible in early skill and can also instantly throw skill if you use it during Carver, Chase or Blind Traction (forward). However, it is important to note that instant casting will deal -50% damage than a full charge. Blooming has a 100% critical chance and can stun up to 7 goals.
Blossom: Phantom and Absolute: Blossoms also cause bleeding and drain the MP's targets on good hits. Blind SPACE thrust in certain situations This skill uses endurance and restores your WP. It will also apply the speed of melee reducing debuff to your enemy and increase the critical level of hit at the same time.
Nemisis Slash (SPACE) after blind traction This skill can be used after blind traction to apply the stiffness of the CC. The ultimate and absolute of this skill will also heal you for HP Recovery to kick and instead inflict a floating CC. Blind Slash (S) This skill can be used to counter the attack and will strike a floating CC on
the last blow. CARVER (HOLD SHIFT) - (HOLD LMB) This skill can be used by holding SHIFT and LMB either during Slice or during a sprint. The skill will apply floating CC to good hits as well as regenerate WP. The skill is not worth taking though because of its too inconvenient to use and deals mediocre damage.
GAYLE (HOLD LMB) - (HOLD RMB) Gayle strikes 3 times, rolling back (only and a floating effect on the target. On the 3rd kick he will also spin the goals so that their spin spin you (PVE only). Final: Gail will significantly increase the damage from skill by 10% of your maximum WP as additional damage. Dragon Bite LMB
This skill has a forward guard and will fight off enemies (PVE only) and also stun them if it is not used with Tiger Blade. This skill is also your 100% Black Spirit Rage skill that adds a positive DP effect and makes the skill iframe at the beginning with super armor on the attack. While channeling you can rotate the camera
to change the direction of the skill. Dragon Claw LMB during Dragon Bite Dragon Claw can be used by clicking LMB during a dragon bite or during the Tiger Blade version of The Mastery. It has a 100% critical chance and is useful for combos in other skills. The LMB moon slash after Dragon Claw Lunar Slash can be
used when clicking LMB after The Dragon Claw. It does a lot of damage, as well as causes a floating hit. Lunar Slash will also deal 15% of your maximum WP as a bonus damage. Rising Storm (SHIFT) - This skill can also be used with (S - Left-Click - Right-Click). I would recommend using Shift and No though, because
other combos are easier to mix with others. The skill has a wide range and will rotate the targets as well as floating them. It also gives a positive DP effect to you and your 200% Black Spirit Fury skill. When used with 200% Black Spirit Fury, it will throw the Rising Storm into a larger radius and deal high damage as well
as having super armor on the skill. Cyclone Slash (HOLD LMB) (HOLD RMB) after the rise of the storm cyclone slash can be used either after an upward storm or a vortex Cut: Cyclone. The skill will send a tornado in front of you, knocking back targets to hit and inflicting floating. The skill can hit a maximum of 10 goals
when you have an absolute skill, but I recommend only leveling it if you already have basic build skills. Rising Storm: Blaze (HOLD LMB) after the rising storm Rising Storm Blaze will allow you to throw the Rising Storm again immediately after that, and also has a floating CC. I only recommend aligning it if you already
have basic build skills. Counter Assassination - This skill is your awakening version of The Revenant and will block incoming attacks from a forward guard. You can then use LMB for a counterattack that will stun if successful. Fiery Angel (W) This skill will make you dash to the enemy. It has decent damage and a floating
CC. Spinner (S) This skill has an attack rate of 10% positive effect and will also cause floating if successful. Crosscut (LMB) - A OR (D) This skill reduces sideways and gives a critical effect of the speed of impact, as well as the presence of super armor. Crust Crusher (SHIFT) - F This skill has a front guard at the
beginning of animation skills. It also has CC and will debuff your enemy with a traffic speed of -15% on good hits. The skill is also your 200% Black Spirit Fury skill. When used with 200% Black Spirit Rage, it has super armor armor and higher damage. Fiery Crevice F This skill can be used on a hot panel from
preawakening to go to awakening instantly and use skills. The skill gives HP Recovery on the hit as well as the casting and attack speed of the debuff -15% for your target. It has high damage as well as CC with linked on good hits. The SHIFT RMB projection This skill can be used on the hot wake-up panel to instantly
switch to waking and use skills. The projection has a call accuracy speed of 100% and will strike floating as well as pushing the target to good call hits. The skill is also your 100% Black Spirit Fury skill, which adds extra damage to your skill. Below the SHIFT LMB belt, this skill has high damage and super armor, as well
as WP recovery. Related and beat back CC only applies in PVE however. Stream: Dash Slash (HOLD LMB) after Spinner This skill is used after Spinner to address additional damage as well as debuff with -15 DP for 10 seconds. Twister SPACE in certain situations Twister can be used after certain skills for combos. It
restores WP, and also inflicts CC stiffness on good hits. The Resolution of Musa (SHIFT) is an instant acting skill with a very short animation. He will stun the target on good hits (up to 10 goals), but the damage is in PVE only and is pretty low. One Step Back (S) F This skill can be used on a hot panel from preawakening
to go to awakening instantly and use skills. He will restore WP as well as inflict stiffness on good hits. Stream: Backflow (RMB) - OR D when using Crosscut This skill adds an extra damge to Crosscut, which decreases in PVP. It has super armor and CC stiffness, but the CC is only for PVE. Stream: Nemesis Slash
(optional) SPACE after Cora Crusher, Fiery Crevice or Twister This skill can be used nemesis Slash with your wake-up weapon. It's not quite as useful and I would only recommend taking it as soon as you have basic build skills if you have extra points. Stream: Foul F after Crust Crusher Flow: Foul Play can be used after
Crust Crusher in the F press. The skill has a high damage and forward guard as well as hp Recovery 50 for every good hit and rollback of the CC (PVE only). Stream: Additional credit (optional) (HOLD RMB) after projection This skill simply adds additional damage after using the projection. It has no protection or CC and
I wouldn't get it if you have spare skill points after completing your basic build skill. Skills Combo Follows Combo Skills Essential Combo/Cancellation and some extra tips/tricks for your class. I recommend using video guides to learn more complex combo skills because it's much more see exactly what you should do
rather than read it and trying to wrap your head around it all. There are some recommended video combo skills in the Useful Links section and a late guide! Keys in brackets mean you click on on For example, this means that you will hit once. The keys in the circular brackets mean that you hold the key. For example,
(HOLD) means that you hold on until the next step. (PERMAHOLD) means you keep throughout the combo. Keys separated by the I symbol should be used at the same time. For example, LMB means that you click on LMB and LMB at the same time. The keys, separated by the symbol, show the order by which you
have to follow the steps. For example, LMB means that you click on the and LMB button at the same time, and then press F (LMB) on the left tap with your mouse, RMB means right click with your mouse. Necessary Skills: Charged Stub Arrows, Blind Traction, Fragment, Gail, Crescent Blade Training, Dash Slash, Below
the Belt, Fiery Cleft (SKIF) (MMB) (LMB) (LMB) (LMB) (LMB) (l2) (LMB) (LMB) (LMB) (LMB) (C) (C) (Kwixlot: Dash Slash) (LMB) Required skills: Fire Angel, Below the Belt, Crosscote, Contremend, Projection, Cora Crupper, Flow: Unfair Play (W) (LMB) Necessary Skills: Fiery Angel, Cross, Flow: Backflow, Blind Pull,
Piece, Gail, Crescent Blade Training, Stream: Dash Slash, Below The Belt, Fiery Crevice (W) F A LMB A (JMB) C (SPACE) (LMB) (LMB) (2x) LMB and RMB (C (Kwixlot: Dash Slash) (SHIFT) and LMB (F) This combo is a longer combo that you can use if you lack damage for others. The blade can be immediately
reversed with Blind Thrust. You have to make 2 automatic attacks after Thurst Blind to get the full animation of Gail as well. Locked Skills These skills that I recommend locking to help prevent spoil the combo during PVP:Evasion, Backstep Slash, Top KickTo lock skill, click lock icon at the top of each skill icon in the skill
box (K). Absolute skills Most absolute skills only give damage increases, and since a lot of Musa before awakening has untested skills, absolute skills are not considered to be that impact/useful. You'll basically use them in PVE or in some PVP/combo situations for extra damage/finishers. I would advise only to get your
absolute skills if you have spare skill points after you have completed your basic build already. I definitely won't worry about them until you have all your waking skills maxed out first. Below Are Priorities Absolute Skills You Should Take: Absolute: Growth - Requires Level 60 (40 Skills Points)Absolute: Musa Spirit -
Required Level 56 (25 Skill Points) Absolute: Dragon Bite - Required Level 58 (25 Skills Points)Absolute: Blossom - Blossom - Required Level 56 (23 Skills Points) Absolute: Gail - Requires Level 57 (30 Skill Points) Rabam Skills Level 56 - SHIFT XUltimate: Musa Spirit - Requires Musa Spirit III and Blind Pull III
(Preferred Choice)Steel Gale - Requires Musa Spirit III and Rising Storm III Ultimate A: Musa Spirit has good healing on skill (HP Recovery No. 450) as well as Magic DP No. 15 and a critical hit rate of 20% positive effect within 10 seconds. Level 57 - SHIFT Pouncing Dragon - Requires Rising Storm III and Dragon Bite
III Fast Slot - Requires Rising Storm III and Stub Arrow II (Preferred skill Slot Rabam should be used from your hot bar. This gives an instant transition to a pre-awakening and has a motion speed of -10% debuff as well as cc stiffness. You can have it. I recommend experimenting with your add-ons and figuring out what's
best for you because it really depends on your personal preferences and how you play your class. If you're just not sure what to take, then you can blindly follow the examples below and they will still be effective. Example 1 - PVP Skills Supplement Awakening level 50 Dragon BiteCritical Hit Bet 20% for 9 sec. for selfPVP
Attack 5 to 5 sec. For yourself , Level 52, BloomingPVP Attack 15 in 5 seconds. for selfAttack 7% speed for 5 seconds. For the independent Level 54 GaleAttack Speed 10% in 5 seconds. to attack selfPVP 5 to 5 sec. for yourself Level 56 CrosscutAttack Speed 10% for 5 sec. for selfMovement Speed 4% for 10 seconds.
For self'Level 58 Flow : BackflowCritical Hit Rate 20% for 9 sec. For selfAttack Speed -7% in 7 sec. For the target level of 60 Fiery AngelCritical Hit Rate 10% for 9 sec. For selfAttack speed of 7% for 5 seconds. For Yourself Example 2 - PVX Skills Supplements Awakening Level 50 Dragon BiteCritical Hit Bet 20% for 9
sec. for selfPVP Attack 5 to 5 sec. for self-government Level 52 BloomingVP Attack 15 for 5 sec. For selfAttack speed 7% for 5 sec. 10% in 5 seconds. to attack selfPVP 5 in 5 seconds. For the self-level 56 CrosscutAttack Speed 10% for 5 seconds. For selfAttack vs. Monsters 20 in 8 sec. for the self-reliance Level 58



Flow: BackflowCritical Hit Rate 20% in 9 sec. for selfPVP Attack 5 to 5 sec. for yourself Level 60 Fiery AngelCritical Hit Bet 10% for 9 sec. For selfAttack speed 7% for 5 sec. For Yourself Example 1 - PVP Skills Pre-investigation Accuracy 4% for 12 seconds. For self-driving speed -4% for 7 seconds. For the target level of
52 Dragon BiteCritical Hit Rate 20% within 9 seconds. For selfAttack speed of 7% for 5 seconds. for self-level 54 Rise StormAll StormAll 15 for 10 seconds. for a self-driving speed of 10% in 5 seconds. for the independent level 56 BloomingVP Attack No.15 in 5 sec. 7% for 5 seconds. 58 Backstep SlashAll Defense No.10
in 10 seconds. For selfAll Dodging 4% for 10 seconds. GalePVP Attack No. 5 for 5 sec. For selfAttack speed 10% for 5 seconds. Example 2 - PVE Skills Supplement Succession Level 50 Stub ArrowAll Precision 4% in 12 sec. For self-driving speed -4% for 7 seconds. For Goal Level 52 Dragon BiteAttack vs. Monsters
No. 20 for 8 sec. For selfCritical Hit Rate 20% for 9 sec. for self level 54 StormAttack growth vs. monsters 20 in 8 sec. For selfAttack speed 10% for 5 seconds. for yourself , BloomingAttack's Level 56 vs. Monsters 30 in 8 sec. For selfAttack speed 7% for 5 seconds. for yourself Level 58 Backstep SlashAll Defense 10 for
10 sec. for selfAll Precision 4% for 12 sec. for the self-level 60 GaleAttack vs. Monsters No. 20 in 8 sec. For selfAttack Speed 10% in 5 seconds. For yourself the best weapon in the game is being removed from the world of Bosses.For more information on this click here to view our World Bosses guide. Main Weapon:
Rosar BladeThe Rosar Blade is something you should be aiming at at your character's level. You should raise it to at least 7 pounds for alignment and then a PRI or higher as soon as possible if you don't have a Liverto/Kzarka. Aim to buy 15 Rosar Blade if you can keep your resources upgraded. Ideally you want to buy
or make it the ultimate (yellow) to close the AP difference as well. Make sure you also use gems slots to get casting speed and critical hit up to 5.Another alternative to Styd Blade to align if you're having trouble getting a Rosar Blade. This weapon can be bought from a blacksmith and will give you 18 - 22 AP as well as a
lot of accuracy. Liverto BladeLiverto is the fourth largest main hand and much easier to get and boost than Kzarka. I personally will not invest in Liverto because it will just slow down your progress. Go to the barracks as early as possible. If you already have a liverto and have already invested in it, you will want to
upgrade it to or above as soon as possible. I would recommend getting it into the TRI in the most and then you really want to switch to Kzarka. Liverto has a little more AP than Rosar, but it also has a critical effect of hitting No.3 points. Kzarka Blade Kzarka is the main weapon you will use. It has the same AP as Liverto,
but has more accuracy and attack speed no.3 element effect. Offin Tett's Radiant BladeOffin Tett weapons are usually not worth investing in due to loss of accuracy. This can help you click on the next AP but on the higher AP brackets the extra AP you will get less and you will lose the chance to hit % at the same time
as on preawakening and your awakening. So actually you're actually losing damage altogether since you you be hitting the enemy so much (if they are not full of DR). Offin Tett can be good when you reach a certain AP bracket, and if your class doesn't depend on accuracy as much as others, but if you're not sure
whether you should use that weapon or not, it's much safer just to use Kzarka. The Blackstar Blade Blackstar is considered to be the current best in the main weapon slot with a higher AP base than Kzarka. It should be created using elements in Star's End and then after the quest. The weapons are also harder to boost
so most players only switch to Blackstar once they already have AET Kzaraka and a very high AP without easier upgrades. It has damage for all types of No 10 and the attack rate of the No.3 point effect, as well as other bonuses when upgraded. The weapon can't be extended with Caphras stones though. Blackstar is
considered the best for PVE in the endgame, but eventually PEN Kzarka will be outscale. Offhand Arms: Black Warrior Horn Onion Black Horn Onion is now considered the best by hand to go with if you're a beginner, especially if you don't have Bheg gloves or Liverto/Kzarka, because of its ap mix and accuracy. You
should raise it to at least 7 pounds to align and then PRI or higher as soon as possible. The goal is to buy 15 pounds if you can keep your resources improving. Ideally you want to buy or make it the ultimate (yellow) as well. If you already have some gear from another character, and have a fairly high accuracy, you can
use the White Horn Onion instead, giving a higher AP. Kutum Horn Bow This bow gives a mixture of AP and DP with additional monster damage and precision. Kutum weapons also have 10% ignore resistance. The higher the AP makes this weapon the best in the slot for PVE. It also has 2 crystal slots. Kutum can also
be modified by using the inverted Hearth of Garmoth to give additional stats (Max HP 150, Max Stamina 100, Special Speed evasion 10%). As well because of the AP bonus, given in the AP brackets. once you reach over 261 AP (with Kutum) it is better to switch back to Kutum for PVE. More information on AP and DP
brackers can be found hereNouver Horn Bow Nouver is now considered the best in slot selection once You are on a softcap gear with a good amount of AP and accuracy already. you should aim to have TRI gears before switching to this offhand and try to get between 300-330 accuracy without Black Warrior Horn Bow
before switching. in PVE as well because of the AP bonus, given in the AP Once you reach over 261 AP (with Kutum) it is best to switch back to Kutum for PVE. More information on AP and DP brackers can be found hereThe weapon gives a clean AP and and Resistance 10% element effect and can be modified with
the help of the inverted Garmoth hearth to give additional stats (Max HP No. 150, Max Stamina 100, Special Speed of Evasion from Attack 10%). Awakening Weapon: Iron Crescent Blade Is a green class weapon that is sold by some Blacksmith/Weapon dealers. This weapon has a lower AP than other options, but it is
still viable for PvE because of its damage against each type of No.5 item effect. It's also much cheaper to enhance and repair maximum strength than other options, so if you don't have a lot of money or participate in a lot of PvP, then this weapon is a good alternative until you get a dandelion. that is given to you when
you complete the awakening quests. The only way to get these weapons is through a quest or night vendor. This makes it difficult to get and it can be more expensive to repair. The Immaculate Crescent Blade is good for PvP and has a higher AP than the Iron Crescent blade. It also has damage from the human No.7
item effect, which is good for the PVP. Dragon Slayer Crescent BladeDragon Slayer weapons are very comparable to dandelion weapons with their stats. They have a little less AP, but much cheaper to repair and much less hassle. However, Dragon Slayer weapons cannot be placed on the market and must be
manufactured by the player himself. Dandelion Crescent BladeDandelion weapon BiS awakening weapons. It has a much higher AP, but it can only get from a dandelion weapon box (Karanda world boss loot) or from a night vendor. Armor: The best armor in the game is being dropped from the bosses. You want the goal
to get the boots and gloves first. Griffon's helmet (helmet) - fell from the Griffins in Kamasly. Dim Tree Spirit's Armor - fell from Dim Tree Spirit. Bhega's gloves fell off Bhega. Urugon's shoes (shoes) fell from Urugon (Gaifinrasia Raid Captain Scroll). Giata's helmet (helmet) is an alternative choice - dropped from Giath.
Muskan shoes (shoes) are an alternative choice- dropped from the Monastery Leader.The best in slot armor is Griffon's helmet, Dim Tree Spirit armor, Bhega gloves and Urugon's shoes. The full kit will give you maximum MP/WP/SP No100, Maximum HP 200, Max Stamina No.200, Attack Speed No.1, Casting Speed
No.1, Speed No.1 and All Resistance 5%. You will also get higher accuracy, evasion and reduced damage from these parts. In the meantime you have to use one of the following armor sets: A popular choice of armor is to go full Grunil set because it increases your maximum HP and will give you 2 slot sockets on part,
along with the added bonus of the AP No.7 set. Another advantage of using this set is that it is viable for any class, class, you easily overeat to another class. The full Heve set is also a very popular choice, and what I recommend for new players is because it has an easier transition to boss gears while. Once you get one
boss item with Grunil, you will lose a set of bonuses that Grunil is weaker. Another alternative is to use the Akum set. It has comparable stats with the armor boss, as well as a very useful set effect that gives damage reduction and hidden AP. If you are unable to get boss armor, then the Akum kit is a good cheap
alternative that will be good for PVP and PV. Investing in this kit can slow you down in your progression to a softcap, but much cheaper once you factor in repair and enhancement. There are many options when it comes to accessories and it really depends on what you can get your hands on. Earrings: If available I
recommend using Asula's Crimon Eye Earrings (Asula Set), if you're new in the game, it gives you 7 AP and also has a very good set of bonuses. Otherwise use Bares earrings for 2 AP and switch to witch earrings as soon as possible for 5 AP. You'll want to aim for DUO/TRI witch earrings (9 AP/11 AP) before
exchanging for DUO Tungrad earrings (11 AP) because of the huge difference in value. Tungrad earrings are one of the best earrings you can get. Another alternative is Black distortion earrings, which give the highest amount of AP (21 AP in PEN), but reduce DP as well. Capotya earrings are also worth mentioning. It is
only available at 62 level, but it is a very good earring because of its high AP. It makes the perfect backup for enhancement and is essentially a free TRI Tungrad earrings. BASE DUO TRI/TRI/TRI/DUO TET/TRI/TET TRI/TET 7 AP 9 AP 10/11/8/11 AP 10/13/13 AP 15/15 AP Item Title Base Stats Raising Bares Earring 2
AP 1 AP Jarette in Earrings (Jarette Set) 4 AP 4-Piece Set Bonus: Attack No. 5 6-Piece Set Bonus: Attack No. 10Accuya 2Idden Dodging 1 Can't Be Improved asula in Crimon Eye Earring (Asula Set) 7 APHealth 25 3-Piece Set Bonus: Health No. 300 5-Piece Set Bonus: Acurracy No 20 Can't Be Improved Blue Coral
Earring 4 AP Max MP/WP/SP No 25Accurachia 2 Red Coral Earring 2 AP Precision 14 Max Stamina No 50 2 AP Precision No 4 Witch Earring Blue Whale Molar Earring 5 AP Fugitive Khalik in Earrings 5 AP Max Stamina No50 Max MP/WP/SP No50Accuration 2 2 AP Max Stamina No20 Max MP/WP/SP
No20Accuration 2 Tungrade Earring 7 AP Black Spirit Fury 10%Precision 2 Capotia Earring 13 APAccuracy 8 Precision 1 (variable)DP 1 (alternating) Black distortion earrings rings: If any, I recommend using Asula in crimon Eye Ring (Asula Set), if you're new in the game, it gives you 7 AP and 2 DP, as well as damage
reduction and a strong bonus set. Otherwise, use Bares for 2 AP and switch to Mark of Shadow as soon as possible for 5 AP. The ring of the monarch of Sahazad is also available via Part I and II quests. It may not be extended, but it's a good alternative until you can get the Guardian Crescent Ring or the Pri/DUO
Shadow Sign. The current best in the slot, is the Tungrad Ring.The Capotia ring is also worth mentioning. It is only available at level 61, but it is a very good ring because of its high AP. This makes the perfect backup for the enhancement and is essentially a free TRI Ring Crescent Guardian. BASE PRI PRI/DUO
DUO/TRI TRI TET/TET 5 AP 7 AP 8/9 AP 11/11 AP 14 AP 17/18 AP Item Title Base Stats Increase Bares Ring 2 AP 1 AP Jarette's Ring (Jarette Set) 4 AP 4-Piece Set Bonus Attack No. 5 6-Piece Set Bonus: Attack No. 10Accuati 2Idden Dodging 1 Can't Be Improved asula in Crimson Eye Ring (Asula Set) 7 AP2
DPDamage Decline No. 2 3-Piece Set Bonus: Health Set Bonus: Health No 300 5-Piece Set Bonus: A 20 Can Not Be Improved Blue Coral Ring 5 AP Max MP/WP/SP No25Accurazion 2 1 APMax MP/WP/SP No5Accurazium 2 Mark Ring Shadow of the Sahazada Monarch 2 AP Max HP No.25 Can't Be Extended Ring
Crescent GuardianOREye Ruins Ring Capotia Ring 14 APAccuracy 8 Precision 1 (alternating) AP 1 (variable) Tungrad Ring 6 APAccuracy 2 3 APAccuracy 2 Necklace : If any, I recommend using Asula's Crimon Eye Necklace (Asula Set), if you're new to the game, it gives you 11 AP and 3 DP as well as damage
reduction and a mind-numbing set bonus. Otherwise use Bares Necklace for 4 AP and upgrade this to DUO/TRI for 8 AP/10 AP. Improving Bares Necklace is much cheaper than using an un-enhanced BiS necklace. Then you want to swap for DUO Serap or PRI Ogre/Tungrad.The Manos Necklaces are also an
alternative to PvP if you don't have DUO Seraps already, because of their item effects. I personally wouldn't bother with them though, because you want as much AP as possible. BASE PRI DUO/PRI TRI/DUO TRI/TRI TET 11 AP 12 AP 16/15 AP 20/20 AP 25/25 AP 30 AP Item Title Base Stats Raising Bares Necklace 4
AP 2 AP Jarette's Necklace (Jarette Set) 7 APAccuracy 2Hidden Dodging 1 4-Piece Set Bonus: Attack No 5 6-Piece Set Bonus: Attack No. 10 Can't Be Improved asula in Crimson Eye Necklace (Asula Set) 11 AP3 DPDamage Decline No. 3 3-Piece Set Bonus: Health No. 300 5-Piece Set Bonus: Acurracy No 20 Can Not
Be Improved Ancient Seal Keeper (Ancient Weapon Core Set) 6 AP 3 DP Set Effect: Precision No. 20Accuria 4Damage Reduction 3 2 AP 1 DPAccuracy 4Damage Reduction 4Damage Reduction 4 1 Manos Necklace - Topaz 6 AP Knockdown / Related Resistance 30%Precision 4 3 AP Knockdown / Associated
Resistance 2%Precision 4 Manos Necklace - Ruby 6 AP Grapple Resistance 30%Precision 4 3 AP Grapple Resistance 2%Precision 4 Manos Necklace - Emerald 6 AP Stun/Toughness / Freezing Resistance 30%Precision 4 3 AP Stun/Stiffness/ Resistance 2%Precision 4 Manos Necklace - Diamond 6 AP Resistance to
all status anomalies 10%Precision 4 3 AP Resistance to all status anomalies 4 Manos Necklace - Sapphire 6 AP Knockback / Floating Resistance No 30%Precision 4 3 AP Knockback / Floating Resistance No 2% Precision 4 Sicil Necklace 7 AP 3Dden Dodging 6 3 AP 2 DPEvasion 2Dden Dodging 4 Serap Necklace 8
AP 4 APAccuracy 4 Ogre RingORLatenn's Power Stone Tungrad Necklace 10 AP Black Spirit Rage 20%Accuracy 4 5 AP Precision 4 Belts: If any, I recommend using the Crimon Eye Belt Asula (Asula Set) if you are new in the game, It gives you 6 AP and has amazing bonuses. Otherwise, use the Bares Belt for 2 AP
and swap for the Tree Spirit Belt as soon as possible for more AP and high accuracy. You want to aim for the PRI/DUO Tree Spirit Belt before sharing for DUO Vasilisk because it is much cheaper and easier to get hold of. Belt Vasilisk and Valtarra are very good belts, but Tungrade is currently the best in the slot. BASE
DUO TRI / PRI DUO TRI / TRI TET 6 AP 7 AP 9/ 8 AP 11 AP 14 / 14 AP 17 AP Item Title Base Stats Raising Bares Belt 2 Weight Limit No. 40 AP Jarrett Belt (Jarette) Precision 2 Hidden Dodging 1 4-Piece Set Bonus: Attack No 5 6-Piece Set Bonus: Attack No 10 Can't Be Improved Asula Crimson Eye Belt 6 AP 3-
Piece Set Bonus: Health No. 300 5-Piece Set Bonus: Acur Racy No. 20 Can Not Be Extended Ancient Core Arms (Ancient Keeper Print Set) 4 AP 4 DP Weight Limit No. 60 LTDamage Reduction 4Acceacces 2 Set Effect: Precision No. 20 1 AP 1 DP Weight Limit No. 10 LTDamage Reducing 1Accuacy 2 Tree Spirit Belt
5 AP Precision No. 6 Weight Restriction No 80 LT 2 AP Precision No. 10 Vasilisk Belt 5 AP Weight Restriction No 80 LTAccuracy 2 Valtarra Eclipse Belt 5 AP Health 0 Weight Limit 80LT Precision 2 Tungrad Belt 6 AP Black Spirit Fury 20% Weight Limit Accuracy 80LT 2 This is an example of the best outlets for your
class. There are different crystals you can go for depending on your gear setup. These crystals cost a significant amount of silver. Black Magic Crystal - Precision x2 (weapon) Precision No. 8, Ignore all resistance 10% Damaged Magic Crystal x2 (sub-weapon) Critical hit Damge No 10%, All AP No 2, All damage
reduction -2, 2 set: Critical impact damage No.2% HAN Magic Crystal - Hoom x2 (helmet) Hoom 4 set - 8 Precision, 7% Resistance, 420 hp, 10 Damage Reduction, 8 Dodging BON Magic Crystal - Cobelinus x2 (chest) Max HP No 150, Weight Restriction No. 20 LT, All Damage Reduction No. 3 JIN Black Magic Crystal -
Viper x2 (gloves) Attack Speed No. 1, Speed Casting No. 1, Precision 20 HAN Magic Crystal - Hoom x2 (Shoes) Hoom 4 Set - 8 Precision, 7% Resistance, 420 HP, 10 Damage Reduction, 8 Dodging This is an example of some cheaper crystals for your class If you don't have enough to spend and want to go cheap
crystals that will help you while grinding. Magic Crystal - Mining x2 (weapon) MP/WP/SP Recovery No.1 on Infinity Magic Crystal Attack - Critical x2 (sub-weapons) Additional critical damage hit 10% Ancient Ancient Crystal - Harphia x2 (helmet) Max HP No50 - HP Recovery No 5 Black Magic Crystal - Cobelinus x2
(breast) Max HP No 100 Magic Crystal infiity - Valor x1 (gloves) Critical hit No 2 Black Magic Crystal - Hystria x2 (shoes) Weight restriction No 20LT and speed movement No. 1 Max Stamin No. 150 I strongly recommend to use BDOPLANNER.COM to help you plan the build and track your progression. The build you
choose depends entirely on your style of play and what role you want to play in PVP. Below are some examples of builds to help you decide what's best for you. Build Level: LinkHere is what to aim for when aligning and before you get your boss gear. You have to focus on raising your weapons and then your armor. Try
also the ultimate all your parts as soon as possible, especially your armor, because it will give a pretty big DP boost. Click the image below to enlarge the low-tier build: linkHere is a low-build build to use if you're looking to improve your gear before you get boss gear. You can use red coral earrings or witch earrings
instead of asula earrings, but they can be quite expensive compared to the rest of the outfit. Click the image below to increase the mid-tier build: linkHere is a mid-level build to use as soon as you have a gear boss. You want the goal to get a TRI as soon as possible and then work on your accessories. If possible use
THE TRI Red Coral Earring and you can swap your bronze dagger for Nouver in most cases as long as you have at least 320 accuracy when using Nouver. You can also use TET heve and TRI Muskan shoes instead, but Griffin and Urugon shoes are now considered the best in the slot in meta gears. Click on the image
below to increase the build ofSoftcap: linkHere is what you're going to aim for if you're going to. It takes a long time to get to this stage, and there are a lot of small improvements and other accessories that you'll use along the way, but it's ideal for your softcap to build for the PVP. For PVE, you want to use Kutum with
damaged magic crystals. Once you reach 261 AP with Nouver, you will want to stop using Kutum for PVE however, until you reach 265 AP with Kutum. After many tests, it is confirmed that Nouver works better than Kutum in these brackets. More information about AP and DP brackers can be found hereYth can also
consider starting to put Caphras Stones in your gear for bonus stats to help you get to the next AP bracket. Start by getting Level 4 in your main hand for an extra 4 AP. Then you want Go to put level 2 in each piece of armor before you get them all up to level 4 as well. Click the image below to zoom in on the game's
build: LinkHere is what you end up aiming for. It takes a long time to get to this stage, and there are a lot of small improvements and other accessories that you'll use along the way, but Ideally your end of the game build for PVP. Make sure to put Caphras stones in your equipment for additional statistics. You can also
swap both Black Magic Crystal - Precision for Elkarr Crystal (best in the slot) and not, but they are very expensive and harder to get. For PVE, you want to use Kutum with damaged magic crystals. Once you reach 261 AP with Nouver, you will want to stop using Kutum for PVE however, until you reach 265 AP with
Kutum. After many tests, it is confirmed that Nouver works better than Kutum in these brackets. More information on AP and DP brackers can be found here For PVP, it really depends. If you're only doing tier 1 knot wars, for example, it's best to stick with Kutum because the AP node is limited anyway and an extra DP
can push you to a higher DP bracket. Click the image below to increase the expense expense when grinding, use EXP Elixirs and Milk Tea, followed by other foods of your choice such as Margoria Seafood and Serendia Special. It really depends on your preferences and your crystals/stats. For your food rotation into the
knot of wars/sieges, I would recommend using Knight Fighting Rations, Valencia Special, Kamaslyvia Meal and King of the Jungle Hamburger and in that order. You will also need to use the Shock Elixir, so you have 5 crit. If you can't do this, you will need to use Margoria seafood instead of Kamaslyvia food. You can
also use Valencia's special meals and special Kamaslyvia dishes so that it lasts 120 minutes. Recipes for them are: ICON RESULT INGREDIENTS USE Knight Combat Rations Dark Pudding x1, Ham Sandwich x1, Fruit Wine x1, Meat Croquette x1 All Attack No5, Damage against Human Race No5, All Damage
Reduction No5 for 120 minutes Valencia Meal Teff Sandwich x1, King of Jungle Hamburger x1, Couscous x1, Fig Pie x2, Date Palm Wine x2 Nullifying All Resistance 4%, Resistance vs. All Debuffs No 4%, All Dodging No 10, Reducing Damage from Monsters -6% for 110 Minutes Kamaslyvia Nutrition Rainbow Button
Mushroom Sandwich x1, Coconut Pasta x1, Rice Pie x1, Fruit Wine x2, Rainbow Button Mushroom Cheese Melt x1 Max HP No 150, Max Stamina No 200, Back Attack Damage 5% for 110 minutes King of the Jungle Hamburger Tef Bread x4 , Marinated vegetables x2, Lion Meat x4, Nutmeg x3 Ignores all resistance
No3%, Critical blow damage 5% for 110 minutes ICON RESULT RESULT RESULT USE Elixir blood shock clown x1, Tiger Mushroom x5, Cedar Sap x7, Time Powder x3 Cricital Hit Chance No 2 for 5 minutes 28/12/2015 - Published the first version of the guide 18/05/2019 - general update, added wake-up skills, gear,
accessories, added skills and the example builds, added Absolute Skills and Skills Rabam in the manual, updated skill builds, changed gear recommendations in accordance with current meta gearing, updated expendable expense expense information 13/06/2020 - added continuity information, added Blackstar
Weapons, updated accessories, updated game game and crystals of crystals
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